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Book Week
We had a lovely day yesterday celebrating World Book Week.
We all dressed up as a Mr Man or Little Miss character and tried to choose one that reflected our personalities or
hobbies. We also had a book swap so thank you to everyone who brought in a book to swap as we had an
amazing selection of books to choose from. Also we entered a competition to design next year’s Book Day Book
tokens.

Holiday Dates
Just a quick reminder that our Easter Holiday is again different to the other schools in Norfolk.
We break for Easter the week beginning 11th April NOT Monday 4th as for other Norfolk schools.
I realise that this has been awkward for some of you but we are assured that next year the holiday dates for both
counties should coincide more closely.

Our Weekly Awards
STAR OF THE WEEK
Our two new pupils for settling in so well to their
Classes
George for showing perseverance
Aurelia for supporting someone to improve their Maths
and for a great cat poem
Charlie B for making excellent progress in his reading

CITIZEN THE WEEK
Annabel for making good contributions to lessons
Sebastian for sharing some nice comments
about his friends
Jonah for being a kind friend

Well done to them all.

After School Club
From Monday we will be able to offer an additional after school club every Monday. This will be Dodgeball and
will be hosted by Katie who is a member of the CMAT PE team who is now leading PE here at Glebeland. For
this half term the club will be open to Starling and Red Kite Classes only then next half term it will be open to
Robin and Woodpecker classes only. You can book your child a place on the Arbor App as normal. The club is
free of charge.

Class News
Robin Class
This week Robins have enjoyed celebrating Pancake Day and World Book Day. For pancake day we have learnt
why we have pancake day and how to make them and flip them. Next, we had some pancake races, enjoyed
eating some pancake’s and designed our perfect pancake toppings.
For World Book Day, we have enjoyed listening to the story 'Something else' by Kathryn Cave and Chris Riddell
and learning about each other's differences and how to embrace them. We also designed our own Mr/Little Miss
book cover to represent our own uniqueness.

Woodpeckers
Children in Woodpecker Class made pancakes
this week as part of their Talk 4 Writing unit on
instructions. They used the instructions that Miss
Bettinson had written to make their pancakes and
then discussed whether they were good instructions
and how they could be improved!

Charlie from Woodpecker Class created a comic
Strip about a water breathing dragon who helped
To put out a fire in our special World Book Day Art
Club this week.

Red Kites
Before the half term break, Red Kite class read,
performed and wrote some love poetry. We read
both old and new , funny and serious poems and
had great fun. The children then chose an object
or person they care for and wrote a rhyming poem
all about them. We had some wonderful poems
dedicated to all sorts - from a parent to a cow!
Here's one excellent example from Aurelia.

Starling Class
Today in Outdoor Learning we made
3D structures from natural materials.

